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Abstract: This chapter attempts to step backward in time and space, to consider evolution in the context of chronobiology and chronomics and to then focus on how this science, pioneered by Professor Halberg and his team at the University of Minnesota, can bring improved health benefits to mankind. Although being mindful of this old yet formally modern science, care is taken to include many practical considerations that have a tendency to be sometimes undervalued in research.

Evolution continues under the omnipresence of gravity, changing electromagnetic forces, time, space, and Earth’s climate and environment as an ecological biogeographical phenomenon that took place extremely slowly in geological time but is now undergoing change at an extraordinary pace in recent times of human evolution and adaption to their environment [1]. Already about 1 out of 3 billion people go hungry [2] (and currently in overall decline) and by 2050 the estimated population is about 9 billion [3]. Great challenges to reduce poverty and hunger lie ahead: people need to be fed but safely, the risk of inflammatory diseases such as gastrointestinal and cardiovascular disorders needs to be reduced: and one potential area of research concerns chrononutrition. It is by understanding the chronobiological science that underpins health that will enable such goals to be reached.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well recognized that current dietary intakes are generally unbalanced with respect to achieving human health which has probably evolved with the need for high quality, and concomitant high energy expenditure, foods [4] migration, etc., to supply the human’s disproportionate relative brain size and function compared to other hominoids [5].

In modern times our applied intelligence has meant more efficient means of harvesting foods for our energy needs through agricultural sciences, cooking, transportation and refrigeration so much so we have become too efficient, overly consuming energy foods beyond our needs. One such project, the planned Chronomics Project, vide infra, which is an intervention trial aimed at lowering the omega-6/omega-3 ratio in blood and hence tissue, is based on the notional hunter-gather diet that prevailed during the Palaeolithic time [6, 7].

Self-replicating chemical systems in the Hadian eon presumably gave rise to prokaryotes(c.4Ga) in which RNA was probably ‘king’, preceding DNA as the genetic material found in eukaryotes [8] (c.2Ga), evolved through the complex system of endosymbiosis which geochronobiologically [9-11] became ultimately part of the phylogeny of man. There were at least 5 major mass extinctions, en route, caused by falling sea-levels, cosmic events, ocean anoxia, etc. In more recent times, for example, Homo erectus was perhaps annihilated by the Toba catastrophe (youngest of mass extinctions) some 73,000 years ago [12, 13]. Similarly, plants have also developed their own molecular phylogeny (e.g. embryophytes [14] such as that with UV – protective flavonoids which invite i.a. pollination, and biophagy e.g. very latterly humans. It must be recognized that we are part of, and not separate from the environment around us. The Palaeolithic, pre-agricultural, diet of the Homo genus (c.2.5Ma) (extant species: sapiens (c.0.20Ma)) is only partially understood due to limited data [15-18]; but was globally diverse, as man moved further away, from his primate ancestors, to live in Africa, the
Americas, Europe and Asia, due to i.a. climatic conditions, technological developments, and availability of wild plant and wild animal food sources (cf chimpanzees [19]; wild land-based food consumption may be beneficial to health [6].

It is probable that the human genome of today, without substantial change [20] existed in Palaeolithic (Pliocene /Pleistocene) times [21]), the major possible differences being the interaction of Nature’s environment on gene regulatory mechanisms [22], e.g. gracilization, brain size and function. One possible suggestion, among many, is that the increase in brain size may be due to increased carnivory supplying 50% of calorific needs [23]. There was increased essential fatty acid consumption such as the brain-abundant ω-3 docosahexaenoic (DHA) and eicosapentaenoic and ω-6 arachidonic acids: DHA is important, i.a. for good mental health. It is easy to speculate on contributory molecular events in human evolution, but supporting data is difficult to obtain, especially on key enzymic adaptive mechanisms for nutrition. However, both DHA and EPA are obtained from α-linolenic acids but mammalian conversion is slow [24] and omega-6 cannot be converted to omega-3 because there is no Δ-4 desaturase enzyme [25] and their physiological function is distinct and may have opposing action.

Diet has been implicated in health and disease throughout the ages, pre-Christian era in the ancient Ayurveda q.v. ‘Sattvic diet to saints’ - fruits, vegetables, sprouted grains, roots, nuts, cow milk, curd, honey and ‘Rajasic diet to kings and fighters’ -fruits, vegetables, nuts, meats from hunted animals, clarified butter, butter, curd, honey, spices, wines; and in ancient scriptures, Bhagwatgita and early Chinese writings [26]. Similarly, advice was given by first century ‘physician’ Celsus in his epic work De Medicina [27, 28] and Hippocrates before him [28].

It was Halberg et al., [29] who clearly stated that “time structures of key physiological variables are to be mapped in humans and other selected species at different stages of development to examine by means of a comparative physiological approach the extent to which the evolution of the physiologic time structures can lead to testable hypotheses concerning the origins of life”. In honour of Professor Halberg’s vision we now try to demonstrate the important contribution made by the team at the Halberg Chronobiology Center, University of Minnesota, to the field of nutrition, viz. chrononutrition.

There is abounding scientific literature which details the importance of physiological time structures in health and disease under temporal and spatial environmental conditions: particularly those in man [30] and selected references pertaining to nutrition [31-38]. Consequently, studies of human development necessitate good experiment design. We do, however, evolve in a world which is constantly undergoing temporal and spatial change and chronobiologists, i.a., seek to develop knowledge which can be used to understand biological evolution [39] and which can also be utilized in the service of man e.g. epidemiology [40], child development [41], cardiovascular risk [42]. Through the pioneering work of Halberg and others, clinicians are now very much aware that biological systems have a time structure in which many variables exhibit oscillatory phenomena which includes coordination of biological structures and that such rhythmic processes yield valuable information on human development both in health and disease [43-49] but the question as to how these temporal structures can be identified, quantified and interpreted for gainful use in medicine is often difficult for several reasons; indeed some biological systems, although deterministic in origin, oscillate with no recognizable frequency and the study of such systems constitutes the theory and practice of chaos [50] not to be confused with non-deterministic randomness. We now discuss chronobiology and chronomics in relation to chrononutrition.

**CHRONOBIOLGY AND CHRONOMICS**

Halberg [51] clearly indicated that dietary intervention, for high blood pressure, should take place in utero or at all ages but preferably as soon as possible: substantial intervention being preferable to pharmacological treatment. It is noteworthy that the day-night differences (presumed ‘circadian’ rhythm) in the cloacal temperature of pigeons observed by Chossat [52] (1843) were still present in the absence of food and under dehydration. Mammalian liver glycerogen bioperiodicity was found in histological sections [53, 54], in rodent liver [55] even under circumstances of food deprivation and though substantially diminished [56, 57] was not obliterated. Moreover when data from starved intact animals was expressed as percentage change they were comparable to fed animals [58]. Experiments restricting the amount and timing of food intake demonstrated that meal-time was a synchroniser, based on eosinophil count and the then-indicator for the adrenal cortical cycle [59, 60]. In humans on a single meal, for example, with mealtimes taken at breakfast or dinner different characteristics in the plasma-high values of insulin and glucagon occur, timings being similar for breakfast and quite separate for dinner. This is not just a case of feeding as the same meal at dinner produces different hormonal responses. Thus the science of chrononutrition was established as documented by Halberg’s team [61] and also includes shift schedules which cause internal temporal disorder, which was found to prolong the 10th decile of survival of mice [62]. Further work needs to be done.

Most clinicians and scientists engaged in biological research are familiar with the principles of chronobiology [30] but chronomics, a term introduced by Halberg [63-65] and some of some early work leading to this subject [65-72] extends these principles into a more ‘universal’ setting. For example, whereas periodicities in the biosphere are the realm of chronobiology, when aligned or integrated with ‘weather’ on Earth and in space [65, 66] they form the basis of chronomics. However, to the uninitiated who attempt such Time Series, Voltaire’s “Candide, ou l'Optimisme” springs to mind [73, 74]. Halberg and his team have introduced a set of rules that guides researchers undertaking such work [42, 75].

In Precambrian times (1Ga) the solar energy alone may have been insufficient [76] (75% present) to keep the oceans in liquid form but were compensated by increased temperature caused by ‘greenhouse’ gases existing at the time [77]; although somewhat contentious, the solar cycles may be associated with changing solar energy which
although relatively very small, may affect weather. Suggestive evidence comes from 11y cycles of dust measurements from Greenland ice cores [78], that reflect relative aridity, and more recently before and after the ‘Little Ice Age’ isotope data and human activity [79] reflects possible temperature changes such as on the ‘occupational margins’/activities e.g. grape production, whaling, location of burial grounds, economic exports or outputs. The only cycle which was known to exist was the sunspot cycle of Schwabe [80]; q.v. also Hale [81, 82].

Human development, and other life forms that are known to us on Earth, notwithstanding for example, concepts of panspermia [83] or deism [84] (e.g. Averroes), have been spawned following the cosmic dark age [85] by the organization of information over cosmic time from transitional non-ground energy thermodynamic states on Earth ‘arising’ from the outer corona of the Sun. Although in an expanding space-time continuum one never passes the same point, periodicities abound within it. Cycles are ubiquitous in all living matter (chronobiology) as are those in the environment e.g. photic and non-photic of the cosmos which gave rise to the ‘footprints’ of life itself. Several early studies have shown statistical correlations with human rhythms [65-68]. The resonance of these biospherical cycles with those of the environment constitutes the science of chronomics [86-88]; and rainfall and crops depend on photic and non-photic solar activity.

Hunter [89] has suggested that weather and climate on Earth were influenced by geomagnetic-solar activity and later particularly in the troposphere [90, 91] and perhaps more specifically Labitze & van Loon [92, 93] made the possible connection with the 11-year solar cycle as did Friis-Christensen & Lassen [94]. The work by Grafe & Heider [95] has suggested a 6-y delay in global temperature compared with geomagnetic activity which may, along with local geographic factors, allow some planning in agriculture production strategy that will be needed especially if the projected estimates of the FAO of 9 billion people requiring nutrition is correct. However, “magic bullets must have magic guns” [96], and so the major implementation of systems are needed for nutrition and disease control. Meanwhile, the work of Halberg continues to develop chronomics, not only in chrononutrition, but also in other areas of concern about human health such as cardiovascular disease.

Time

Chronobiology considers both cosmic (day, night, week, month, year, etc.) and organismic time in a biological sense is concerned with rate processes at a neural, humoral, cellular, metabolic, etc. level. However, it is the temporal, spatial and biological integration arising from solar and terrestrial processes that epitomizes chronomics as a scientific discipline. Real time concerns the influence of cosmic and biological time which, in genetically programmed human development, occurs as life embarks on a sequence of events from conception, birth, onset of puberty, reproduction, ‘ageing’ and death [97, 98]. It is the influence of real-time changes in the organism that controls health, work efficiency, moods, psychomotor skills, and other activities. However, these real time processes take place under the influences of cosmic, biological and social space which are complex entities.

Solar-space and Environment

Cosmic space in the vicinity of the Sun is neither isotropic nor homogeneous and space weather comprising corpuscular highly energetic particles (solar wind) interact with the terrestrial magnetic field. Of relevance to cosmic space is the presence of photic and non-photic radiation. Photic radiation is well documented in the biological literature but non-photic magnetic radiation is extremely intense in the vicinity of sunspots (c0.3T) [99]. Solar processes bring gigantic (and smaller ones) magnetic fields to the Sun’s ‘surface (a misnomer as there is no definitive disc’) and, breaking through the photosphere, have a major impact on the activity of the chromosphere and hence space weather. Possible splicing and re-splicing of these magnetic fields is possibly demonstrated by sun-spot cycles (c11y) which are areas of cooler regions of high magnetic intensity which migrate along the Sun’s ‘surface’ due to the differential latitude-dependent solar rotation (c27d (equator)-32d (poles)). The resulting inter-planetary magnetic field vector (10^-3T near the Sun’s surface; c10^-3T near-Earth) interacts with terrestrial magnetic field and it is the B2 component which can oppose (protect against ionized particles) or re-enforce each other and hence possibly adversely influence the biosphere (possibly magnetotactic bacteria) and human development (T. Kino (2009): Personal communication: a family, sensitive to magnetic fields, was found to contain Fe containing protein, viz. cryptochrome CRY 1 & 2. This possibly implicates the effect of environmental electromagnetic fields on humans; q.v. geomagnetic disturbances are associated with reduced nocturnal excretion of a melatonin metabolite in humans [100]. Such possible effects are anticipated in Polar Regions (Aurora, goddess of dawn: siblings, Sol/Luna; children, Anemoi (Winds)) and where their effect on biological life may be more prevalent in high-density populated northern latitudes. It is true to say that biological life develops in a changing cosmic space-time environment which may extend to intra- and extra-galactic phenomena. For the moment we focus on how the blushing ballerina’s magnetic skirt [101] reveals dangers to human health that may also be influenced by stellar and lunar activity.

Terrestrial Space and Environment

Terrestrial space is concerned with 3-dimensional space represented by polar co-ordinates describing altitude, latitude, longitude and other dimensional properties of a near-spherical planet. Within this environmental space, light, heat, radioactivity, magnetism, water, chemical substrates, etc. have forged biotypes, biosystems, and such integrations, biocenoses, become metamorphosed and have formed communities, often located on a sensitive precariously-balanced ‘mobile’ governing life on this planet, some being symbiotic and others hazardous or destructive. Mankind has created sprawling cities and so distinctions have to be made concerning urban, rural, and other spaces wherein environmental pollution, occupational and social facets of time impose their societal signatures upon health and disease [102]. For example, based perhaps on similar lifetime
experiences of their environment, ceteris paribus, including chrononutrition, some develop mental illness, others physical problems and others are seemingly unaffected. This may be the case, or otherwise, with such illnesses as gastrointestinal disorders (e.g. Irritable Bowel Syndrome) where symptoms are manifested but there is no discernible pathology. Mind-body interactions are discussed later (vide infra). Chronomics has to recognize many of these time-space definitions when evaluating, for example, human development in health and disease. Two more types of space need to be defined, viz. cultural and body space.

Cultural Space and Environment

Cultural (and inter-cultural) space is a vast subject with its overlapping, emotional, religious, occupational, criminal, communication, and recreational geographies, discussions of which are outside the scope of this paper. However, of speculative relevance to cultural space (and time) are memes [103]; mind-mind replicators, and even temes [104] (technological - mind transfers) which perhaps are the next generation(s) of replicated mechanisms for information transfer from the biosphere to the noosphere [105], the first major mechanism developed in life forms being genes. We pursue the Halberg philosophy [106] to “measure in time what is measurable and render measurable what as yet is not”: otherwise such speculation may be premature and scientifically uncertain. Uneasily chronomics may be exploring the evolution of a single-brain embryonic planetary structure [107, 108] (with reservations) comprising living breathing cities with inter-connecting data highways planning its own survival.

Biological Space and Environment

Biological space has been well-documented under the guise of chemical and compartmental/anatomical pools [109, 110] wherein a pool ideally is an amount of material which behaves kinetically like a distinct homogenous entity. Anatomical pools may include organs, tissue, urine, blood, plasma, saliva, seminal plasma, cerebrospinal fluid, milk, nipple aspirate, amniotic fluid, or stores of chemicals in individual organs or organelles, etc., and interconvertible chemical pools could include for example, androstenedione and testosterone. Given an appropriate anatomical space (e.g. plasma pool) and a variable (e.g. hormone) have both been identified, various mechanisms may apply such as feed forward (energy reserves), feed back (hypothalamic - pituitary and hormone networks) and feed sideways where resources are changed arising from metabolic or time-dependent processes or even another anatomical pool [111]. Another example may be solar weather which rarely acts on one variable in an interacting biological system; it constitutes multifrequency components of electromagnetic radiation and so is expected to exhibit feedsideways phenomenon [112] in individuals.

Current research in chronomics also seeks to explore mind-body interactions that may shed light on many medical problems such as gastro-oesophageal reflux disease. The diagnosis and treatment of Irritable Bowel Syndrome could be improved if these body-mind interactions could be explained in terms of disease severity and associated pain; thereby complementing the Rome Criteria [113]. Tools for such investigations include fMRI scanning which is used to identify areas of the cerebral cortex which respond to painful stimulation Particular attention focussed on chronobiological and dietary aspects of this disease and the quest for biological markers, possibly via intra- and extra-pineal melatonin networks [114, 115], may aid diagnosis and treatment.

CHRONOBIOLOGY AND SAMPLING ISSUES.

General

Halberg has made substantial contributions concerning quality assurance (e.g. clinical endocrinology [116]). Today many clinical and epidemiology studies utilize time-unqualified analytical and physiological measurements as covariate indicators of co-morbidities and in many ways are perhaps doomed to failure. Halberg has pioneered better therapeutic approaches that capitalise upon chronotolerance and chronoefficacy (and challenges of the concept of clinical equipoise [117, 118] are necessary), but better still, he has focussed on disease prevention and potential intervention approaches through chronobiological health monitoring. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, once said Professor Tarquini [119]. Fundamental to any study of human development, such as nutrition, are that measurements from any pool must have the ability to measure what is purported to be the analyte under consideration.

For new analytes of interest it is necessary to strive for reference methods for their validation otherwise their value will be suspect [120]. Thus the analytical method is a written set of instructions for a specific purpose that involve the analyst, the reagents, the apparatus, and all steps and procedures, computational and statistical that lead to the result. Thus methodological accuracy and precision are fundamental properties of an analytical system, associated with which are specificity, sensitivity, and in-control quality assurance over analytical time [121].

Difficulties often arise where there is no available gold standard e.g. mass spectrometry against which to judge the accuracy of the method, even this has precision implication limitations. In all most chronomic studies it is preferable to have statements on accuracy relative to a reference method, analytical precision expressed as a precision profile, limitations of the assay working range with its definition, estimate of detection limit [122, 123], the nature of the sample being analysed, details of intra- and inter-assay variability and quality control criteria used to monitor analytical performance over time [120], robustness characteristics, tolerance charts ( and the basis of outlier rejection and design considerations as to how the samples were arranged (in blocks) and submitted for assay; vigilance about matrix and gender effects should be exercised. Of course, not all diagnostic tests require such rigour (e.g. IL8 – elevated concentrations may suffice). Now chronobiology constructs time-space reference intervals building [124] on from Claude Barnard (q.v. Foster [125] & Halberg [126, 127]) with definitions for health (Halberg [128]; contrast WHO [129]) using routine methods e.g. immunoassay and liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry to produce prediction and tolerance charts, viz. chronodesms.

Urinary metabolites, when assayed, are generally quite difficult to interpret and perhaps should be looked at as a
networking repository prior to excretion whereupon many hormones, ions, and organs, exert influence [130]. The adrenal gland has an important role in human development. Although much has been achieved such as the (non-time qualified sample of circadian) declining concentration of 11-deoxy-17-oxosteroids with age [131], it was Barter [132] and Halberg et al., [133] who added the circadian time dimension but even so the metabolic milieu is complex [134] and difficulties have been expressed on the duration of sampling to obtain minimum variability [135], now understandably.

Plasma is another body pool which comprises about 90% water and protein binding entities which are additional chemical pools for some hormones and delivers excretory, metabolic and endocrine products to their end organs. Other pools such as erythrocytes, platelets and leucocytes are suspended in plasma, and plasma contains a myriad of physiological biochemicals, ions, and so forth. Similar principles apply to sampling and assay of analytes, so very important in nutrition, but further discussion is beyond the scope of this report.

It is saliva which potentially offers the chronobiologist and nutritionist scope for chrononutrition following the seminal paper by Colin Dawes in 1975 [136] and this ‘space’ will be discussed in detail with regards mainly to steroids and melatonin.

a) Salivary Steroids

Expressed simply the main salivary exocrine encapsulated gland - pairs in humans are the sublingual, submandibular and parotid glands (and some buccal glands) connected to nerves and blood vessels via hila [137]. It is the glandular secretions, generally containing enzymes to aid digestion, which also contain substances that may reflect blood/plasma concentrations or indeed be synthesised in situ [138]. The general mechanisms for transport from the blood borne ligands are assumed but also supported by experimental evidence [139]. The mechanism of steroid transport from the plasma/blood pool to the capillary cells and thence to the salivary gland apparatus and saliva may involve active transport, passive diffusion, ultrafiltration which may be complex depending on whether the steroid is neutral. Research has shown that, for example, concentrations of some neutral steroids (e.g. cortisol, progesterone, and 17α-OH progesterone) analysed by immunometric assay (sensitivity c1-4 pg: validated by selected ion gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy) in whole saliva were ‘identical’ to those in parotid fluid under stimulated conditions, and matched saliva with plasma collected approximately mirrored each other in profile but concentrations were different [140]. These relationships persisted over circadian and circatrigintan timespans and furthermore for these steroids the whole saliva values appear to be in accord with the non-protein bound moiety found in plasma, similarly testosteron (sensitivity was 4pg/tube [141]). Dehydroepiandrosterone sulphate does not seemingly reflect the free plasma steroid [142, 143], its concentration being lower. Care must be taken over oral micro-injury or gingival crevicular contamination, or even from food products and saliva stimulants for neutral steroids should be avoided because of recovery issues [144]. Storage of saliva samples (plastic 5ml tubes and stoppers housed in a polythene holder) for cortisol and testosterone assay has been remarkably stable in snowfields of Spitsbergen and Greenland [145] at -20º C for many months or longer; generally stable for several days in the domestic refrigerator at 4º C prior to storage at -20º as confirmed by quality control samples stored in an identical way as study samples.

For applications of saliva as a suitable medium, for example, in chrono-epidemiological studies, it is generally concluded that for selected analytes, subject to collection criteria [146, 147], that saliva has many advantages [148]. For example, it is ‘stress’-free, purportedly represents the non-protein bound analyte found in plasma, enabling multiple non-invasive samples, easily collected in a wide number of recreational, occupational, clinical, environmental, and military situations. Though saliva assays are not without problems of storage, matrix effects, metabolism and assay specificity and sensitivity. For example, incubation studies with so-called healthy parotid and submandibular tissue with labelled P and T, have demonstrated conversion to the 20 alpha-hydroxy-4-ene-3-one and androstenedione respectively, the submandibular tissue being more active. Due to rapid transference of these hormones from blood, this degree of metabolism is not expected to significantly affect saliva concentration arising from circulation [149]. There is also evidence, for example, that DHEAS (in the context of steroids-dehydroepiandrosterone sulphate) may have its own intracrine mechanisms (steroid sulphatase activity) as demonstrated by real-time PCR [143] which is different between healthy adult controls and in those with Sjogren’s syndrome with the latter having lower DHEA and androgen concentrations. Gallagher et al., [150] showed that DHEA in only unstimulated saliva correlated with plasma values and this is the recommended method [150].

The chronomics of human development embraces the space-time-environment hitherto described in healthy and sick individuals. Ahn et al., [148] carried out a restricted circadian study of salivary cortisol and DHEA in 36 adult male and 40 female Koreans aged 20–40y, but cortisol did not change significantly with age and neither did DHEA until c40s onward. This study, albeit commendable, can be advanced to take cognizance of seasonal, circaseptan and other temporal structures.

Studies of the human chronome as it relates to human development (and chrononutrition) when expressed extends from conception whence maternal-fetal exposure to hormones possibly gives rise to low testosterone before birth and high oestriol at puberty and gene activation may lead to disorders in eating. These events may influence, in children and young adults, the possible onset of pre-metabolic disease, hypertension, and affect spatial cognition, measures of intelligence, and other psychobiological developments. However, the development of the conceptus, through its embryonic and fetal stages, is influenced by exposure to maternal/fetal/placental network and amniotic fluid environments, including oestrogens, androgens and nutritional factors. For example, maternal oestrogen, including phyto-oestrogens from the diet which may facilitate gene imprinting in utero or in the neonate leading to possible hypermethylation of DNA which may predispose
the child to increased risk of some diseases later in life [151, 152]. Too few studies have focussed on the chronomic multisampling approach but instead rely, inter alia, on sparse data to develop hypotheses on the interactions of the chronome with the environment, albeit in humans neonatally and thereafter.

Saliva, as a medium, has enabled neonatal circasemidian rhythms of cortisol in 48h newborns to be identified with no apparent influence on their state of arousal, light/dark and feeding schedules, time of day or time of birth [153]. In the same study, circadian rhythms were identified in the 3-5y old and the adult. Sexual dimorphism brought about within the human chronome and ensuing regulatory processes, especially hormones or substances of dietary origin, underpin development in numerous areas, for example, lung function, gastrointestinal tract and brain function involving neural processes and signalling mechanisms elsewhere, including possibly in the gastrointestinal tract where nutrition begins with ingestion of amniotic fluid and nutritional sources at and following neonatal development. Amniotic fluid testosterone, perhaps indicative of exposure, may affect cognitive skills such as spatial tasks. Thus the chronomics of salivary testosterone e.g. 1-6 month surge may provide insight into autism, maleness in opposite-sexed twins, and other psychological, psychosexual and psychosocial behaviours. Early studies have demonstrated the utility of salivary testosterone in the development of puberty in boys with elaborating circadian time structures e.g. from low to high circadian amplitudes and Mesors comparable with the young adult male. In cultural, genetic and cosmic space in differing environments, saliva has been found to be useful [154-156].

Potentially exciting and rewarding areas of interest using saliva assays for assessing disease risk in both males and females may be nutritional, exercise and genetic factors undertaken using cross-sectional and longitudinal studies of Parsees, Sikhs, Bangladeshis, Hutterites, Mormons, Icelanders and other populations where gene pools have less variation. Moderate levels of acute or chronic anxiety, psychosocial stress do not seem to affect ovarian function as assessed by daily synoptic samples of salivary oestradiol and progesterone; similarly cortisol in well nourished Western women. Nunez-de la Mora, vide supra, looked at environmental issues, perhaps impacting on the immune system, and generated oestradiol and progesterone profiles, in first and second generation Bangladeshi migrants living in London. These were compared with those of European descent living in similar neighbourhoods in London, and Bangladeshi women in Sylhet and interpreted their findings such that women, prior to reproductive maturation, monitor their environment and programme their ovarian function in accordance with expectations.

It has been reported that daily samples of saliva for progesterone assay in menstruating females 18-44y approximated the observed fecundity with chronological age [157]. Comparison of salivary steroid profiles in terms of human development, necessitates cognisance of time and space and environment (e.g. dietary phyto-oestrogens [158]).

Additionally, studies of communities may lead to some individuals having brain function that responds differently to hormonal changes in puberty resulting in eating disorders and other health risks.

b) Melatonin

Mammalian melatonin, synthesised by the pinealocytes in the pineal gland, the gastrointestinal tract, skin, iris, lens, and elsewhere, has been assayed in saliva. Circadian rhythms of melatonin, under the influence of non-image forming light via connecting axons of photosensitive retinal ganglion melanopsin-bearing cells within the retinohypophyical tract to the suprachiasmatic nuclei (clock gene (per-1, Cry-1,2) network) and thence to pineal where melatonin is synthesised and secreted generates neural and endocrine signals to co-ordinate circadian and other rhythmic structures (e.g. seasonal [159]). Melatonin has an antioxidant role. Thus chronomics has a role to play in the initiation and development of various diseases in cultures at different latitudes (melatonin adaption to shift working times in Thai female shift workers [160], and in industrialized (and developing) countries where lighting and occupational patterns of activity have been/are important health factors. Melatonin has been assayed using deuterated internal standards in high-pressure liquid chromatography tandem mass-spectroscopy [161].

Salivary peak melatonin and circadian rhythms are not changed by 2-night rotating shift workers (nurses): therefore sleep not a proxy for melatonin [162] but timing of dietary input and constituents may be important and a longer sampling study may reveal otherwise. However in patients with Delayed Sleep Phase Syndrome, the onset of salivary melatonin, adjudged by a dim light onset test, was also delayed. Chrononutrition will almost certainly be important on changing temporal and constituent patterns of dietary intake and melatonin may be one determinant of subjective well-being [163].

Neonates have very similar results of salivary melatonin cf serum [164]. Children with idiopathic sleep-onset insomnia have an advanced sleep-wake cycle on treatment with melatonin which improves their clinical condition. It is possible that the aetiology of functional gastrointestinal disorders may have a chrononutritional melatonin component [165] and so it would be interesting to investigate the incidence of Irritable Bowel Syndrome in the blind [166]. Decline in melatonin and changing circadian characteristics (in Chinese) starts to take place in middle age and declines thereafter [167]. Elderly subjects, however, often have hyposalivation and lower concentrations in plasma which may limit the analytical method in terms of its operational characteristics. An important aspect of nutrition is the dietary component of melatonin which possibly exerts influences in concert with pineal melatonin. Therefore dietary melatonin may have roles where traditional clinical sleep related dysfunction have been investigated. It is Halberg’s group that has demonstrated circadian rhythms in a local geomagnetic activity index in Alta the peak of which precedes that of melatonin, though statistical associations are not necessarily causal [115].

The limitations of using saliva for studying civilization diseases that implicate a wide range of dietary components have been reviewed using steroids and melatonin as examples. These authors suggest that dedicated laboratories
are needed for chrononutrition studies and of biomarkers in civilization diseases capable of developing and evaluating assays and/or kits, designed to evaluate endocrinological networks with respect to analytical performance characteristics of saliva assays such as reference standards, e.g. sampling and analytical procedure (specific for purpose), mass spectrometry, storage stability, batch-sample design, sensitivity, inter- and intra-assay variation, working range, precision profiles (standards and samples), process control, and statistical analysis and related issues.

Plants, too, have their pools and compartments and it is useful under environmental conditions to temporally understand and predict the movement of nutrients from soil, water and aeolian sources as part of chrononutrition. For example, acid rain, dust, radioactivity such as the Chernobyl and Fukushima disasters, presumably emanating isotopes of lead, caesium and strontium, fall on leaves the function of which is to regulate carbon dioxide exchange and water loss through stomata. The greater part of the surface is covered in a waxy cuticle through which non-polar compounds can move.

The surface of the leaf is coated with a waxy cuticle (http://mdc.mo.gov/discover-nature/habitats/forests/structure-leaf last accessed 25th June 2011) but openings exist within the epidermis, viz. stomata, through which moisture (and carbon dioxide) can flow. The flow of material is controlled via guard cells but the mechanism of control is not fully known. Stomata densities may vary with annual rainfall, may differ on upper or lower side of leaf, and exhibit circadian change, and other environmental conditions [168]; even stomatal apertures in different areas of the same leaf may vary according to microclimatic conditions [169]. Sudden prolonged darkness, leaf temperatures in excess of 30 degrees Celsius, high winds and dry soil cause stomatal closing: low wind speed, lower temperatures and wet soil lead to stomatal opening.

In its simplest form, the ‘wettability’ of the leaf surface by rainfall can be described by a gas (air)-liquid-solid interface system which at equilibrium must have forces, at each interface, that balance. Different plants have their own characteristics, e.g. hydrophobic surfaces of cabbage leaves make wetting difficult to achieve. However, solutes in solution have an impact on ‘wettability’ and transference; if solutes decrease the surface tension then they are surface active; if they increase the surface tension e.g. electrolytes, then their concentration at the interface will be less than that for the internal droplet concentration resulting in so-called negative adsorption. The presence of charged surfaces, particulate carriers of radionuclides are likely to exert an effect on nuclide sorption into the plant and their structures (vide infra).

The surface properties of the leaves, especially epicuticular waxes, affect ‘wettability’, but microstructures including hairs and other features of the surface of the leaves may also be influential. ‘Wettability’ results in part from the need for leaf waxes to conserve leaf (internal) water, but it also permits the removal of surface deposits. Barthlott and Neinhuis [170] studied surface properties of several species and demonstrated experimentally that particulate contaminants, applied as dry deposits in the size range 0.5 to 30 μm, were removed by artificial rainwater applications to the more water repellent leaves. This effect was named the ‘self cleaning’ or ‘Lotus effect’ as the leaves of this species (Nelumbo nucifera) were the most water-repellent of those studied. Presumably this confers the advantage to the plant of removing pathogenic fungal spores. This short section serves only to illustrate that even the accessibility of fruit compartments via leaves is a complicated process but so important when deciding whether fruit and other edible plants are safe to eat under seasonal and associated climatic conditions and their chronobiological structures e.g. growth. Pool sizes of plants and indeed their tissue content, so important in many areas such as fermentation products, and their general signalling processes are discussed no further; similarly signalling processes in endocrinology [171] and human tissue pools.

Thus far, this report has focussed on human development from a chronobiological/ chronomics viewpoint emphasising the need to understand the broader aspects of nutrition. Biomarkers for civilization diseases are multifarious. Fundamental to understanding the initiation, detection, development and intervention of many diseases such as cardiovascular disease is a knowledge of human development (immunological challenge, diet (energy) and nutrition, exercise), adjudged from hypothalamic-pituitary-end organ networks in ‘real time and space’ wherein saliva is often a convenient non-invasive medium from which to frequently sample endocrine-related outcomes relating to ovary, testis, adrenal, pineal gland, adipose tissue, gastroenterological tract, etc. for males and females. Gene imprinting by transplacental transmission of an oestrogen signal may result in certain genes not being encoded or expressed, leading to dysfunctional growth later in life. In males this dysfunctional growth may be manifest in proliferative inflammatory atrophy which may be a forerunner of preneoplasia, prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia or cancer.

Aspects of Dietary Intervention

Reports in the literature suggest dietary changes for reduced cardiovascular disease (CVD) which includes reduced percentage of calories from fat, reduction in the amount and timing of food intake change from saturated animal to unsaturated vegetable fats rich in omega-3 fatty acids and to eat plenty of fruit, vegetables and nuts. Indeed, feeding omega-3 fatty acids to chickens produce omega-3-rich eggs which are aimed at reducing CVD. A broad-brush description of key dietary components is that soyabean proteins have a beneficial effect on coronary arteries, but soyabean also produces isoflavonoids; fruits produce flavonoids, vegetables have carotenoids, and cabbage/onions/ chives/garlic-allins, and walnuts/berries/ grapes/peanuts have polyphenol compounds. Many of these compounds (e.g. phyto-oestrogens), besides contributing to a healthy diet for CVD risk also exert an influence leading to decreased cancer risk, e.g. green-yellow vegetable soup possibly reduces lung, breast and prostate cancers [172]. Phyto-oestrogens have antagonistic and antagonistic oestrogenic properties.

There is a considerable weight of evidence that would suggest that diet, and implicitly aspects of nutrition, has a major influence on carcinogenesis, e.g. breast, prostate and colorectal cancer [173, 174], but controversy abounds. It
would seem from migrant and other geographic epidemiological studies that supplementation of the diet with certain Eastern foods is beneficial and cardioprotective.

However, there is an enormous amount of work to be done. Just as humans exhibit systematic changes depending on geographical location [175] and (conditions) so too do plants consumed in our diet. The pharmacology industry expends considerable effort in ensuring the active chemical conforms to standards of chemical purity, mass and similarly the ‘inert’ matrix that delivers it; notwithstanding that it may be delivered using an inappropriate time schedule [176] to elicit optimization between chronoefficacy and chronotolerance. Agricultural products do not lend themselves to such rigour. Indeed it was Hippocrates who said “Whoever gives these things no consideration and is ignorant of them, how can he understand the disease of man?”. Take for example some basic products which contain antioxidants and which may inhibit carcinogenesis or is cardioprotective. Three examples on polyphenolic flavonoids, viz. strawberries, tea and garlic, serve to illustrate the food production related problems that an epidemiologist may/should face in attempting to derive evidence-based information that demonstrate a particular health promoting dietary component.

Taking the seemingly simple case of strawberries [177] high in lignans, secoisolariciresinol and enterolactone and have among known fruits one of the highest anti-oxidant activity but this is dependent on cultivars [178] or genotype [179]. The human is often driven by flavour which arises from the interaction of volatile and non-volatile components [180, 181] which includes more than 200 compounds such as esters, etc. and non-volatile components such as soluble sugars e.g. glucose, fructose and organic acids e.g. citric and malic acid, tannins (polyphenols) that cause astrigency by binding salivary protein causing aggregation. There is substantial pick-to-pick (possibly stage of maturity), fruit-to-fruit and shading; but metabolism is not suspended on storage [182]; however flavonols remained similar on storage. Understanding variation in metabolic processes is complex but since metabolism is dependent on light and carbon dioxide for photosynthesis then shading is likely to alter plant syntheses and some of the enzymes in pathways are becoming apparent [183]. Many aspects of plant production are not discussed, such as isoflavone glycoside preferential leaching on cooking [184], season, soil and climatic conditions prevailing at different stages of plant development.

Tea, in folklore discovered by the father of folklore Emperor Shan Nong (2737 BC) has been implicated in beneficial anti-oxidant [Green tea [185] - (3 - gallate derivatives of (-) epicatechin and (-) epillocatechin)] and anti-carcinogenic properties, such as lung cancer [186] (diallyl sulphide)]. However, tea (Camellia sinensis) is a complicated product with perhaps thousands of varieties all with their individual properties intended for human consumption. Soils, elevation, climate, etc. will determine flavour and inherently chemical composition. Picking factors, such as size - flower pekoe (buds), orange pekoe (young leaves) and souchong (old leaves) – the orange pekoe may have several flushes. They are processed and give rise to green, black and oolong teas. Green tea is tea which is steam heated to inhibit fermenting enzymes and then rolled and heated for packaging. Black tea (containing quercetin [185] is tea which is allowed to be left to partially desiccate, then rolled to break cell structures and to release enzymes that facilitate fermentation, reaching an approved flavour and colour. The tea is heated and packaged. Paraphrased, oolong tea is intermediate in colour and flavour and processing to that of green and black tea. One important aspect of tea is that it is an aqueous extract which is consumed and thus more easily amenable to analysis of principal dietary constituents which may have health promoting, or otherwise, properties.

Documented in the Codex Ebers, Ayurvedic medicine (Charaka), and expounded by Hippocrates and Pliny the Elder, garlic has been recommended for a healthy heart. Modern-day medicine has isolated alliin, an organosulphur compound which reportedly inhibits carcinogenesis [187] and an analogue, alliin, inhibits platelet aggregation [188]. In similar fashion, the constituents of garlic depend on soil, season and climate prompting research into potential analogues, precursors or metabolites that might lead to improved treatments through chrononutrition.

The aforementioned examples do not mention artificial colourants, spices, cooking artefacts and pollution. On the later point half of the people world-wide use solid fuels of one sort or another in cooking that leads to risk of lung disease, and cardiovascular diseases. However, the technology is available for the building of databases for a number of plant products that could bring health benefits, either as dietary supplements or leading to new drug development. These now exist in many countries e.g. Helsinki [189] and Holland [190]. However, unless a miracle drug like aspirin is found then we have to focus on human tissue instead as being the vanguard for certain diseases, possibly cardiovascular disease.

Omega-3 fatty acids rich foods and physical activity are important advancements in the prevention and treatment of coronary heart disease. However, these treatment modalities are not effectively applied because physicians have limited knowledge about chronotherapy and circadian occurrence of cardiovascular events, indicating the need for newer strategies for prevention. This challenge is being met with the establishment of Tsim Tsoum Institute at Krakow in Poland. The Tsim Tsoum Concept is an extension of the Columbus Concept. While Columbus Concept is a 1-D approach that establishes the basis for the “essential” components of the diet, Tsim Tsoum is a 2-D approach that focuses on the “functional” components of the lifestyle: functional foods, positive stress, physical training, meditation. Chronobiology is an important aspect of this approach, because it is based on mind-body interactions which could be modulated by dietary choices, physical & mental activity, meditation, and the like, all leading to human development (http://www.tsimtsoum.net/introduction_07.php). Details of the TsimTsoum Concept can be obtained from the authors. The 2008-2013 Action Plan for the Global Strategy for the Prevention and Control of NCDs was developed by WHO. Evidence shows that the NCD burden on lives and economy can be decreased by appropriate integrated approaches to health policies applied to: individual risk reduction, population risk reduction, rational use of health services, and
referral system support and help from non-government organizations. Consequently, these authors believe that chrononutrition will assist in the fight against ‘over-nutrition’ and inflammatory diseases which are reaching a staggering global prevalence.

SUMMARY

This chapter has illustrated the scientific principles in human development in time and space in which chrononutrition has a pivotal role. It has not been the purpose to discuss nutrition in traditional settings rather to open up horizons for improved Western-Eastern medicine which is one of the plinths upon which the Tsim Tsoum Initiative is based. Moreover, it has given the authors the opportunity to reflect on some real experiences the authors are privileged to have had, and continue to have, with Professor Franz Halberg in his 93rd year as he has developed his chronobiology and chronomic visions into a truly remarkable discipline. This has been just one of several opportunities that the authors have had under the banner of human development and chrononutrition. Several of the authors have worked with Franz for decades, and there have been many times when ‘keeping up’ with his scientific visions have been extremely challenging: he often seemed to have seven-league boots. When thinking of bygone marvels (albeit not yet) one may contemplate the seven wonders of the Ancient World, particularly the Colossus of Rhodes [191], a giant figure, representing Helios, the personification of the Sun, also represented by a sonnet by Emma Lazarus on a plaque on the Statue of Liberty. Taking the fanciful depiction of this ancient wonder astride the harbour channel, we think of chronomics, the Earth and the Cosmos and the great contributions Professor Halberg continues to make in this once-fledging science.
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